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1.0 Introduction
Agriculture remains the main stay of Uganda’s economy. The sector contributes
about 26 percent to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), employs over 69 percent
of the labour force and contributes about a half of the country’s exports (Deloitte &
Touche, 2016; MAAIF, 2016). Agricultural production in Uganda is mainly dominated
by smallholder farmers (over 75 percent) engaged mainly in food and cash crop
production, among others (MAAIF, 2016). In particular, 68 percent of farmers still
practice subsistence farming (ibid).
Without doubt, seeds are among the most elementary inputs at the onset for any crop
farming system, as they ensure quality and quantity of produce as well as continuity
of crop varieties. In Uganda, seeds production industry is largely undeveloped,
mostly dominated by informal seed supply systems where the source and quality
of seed used for planting purposes is often cannot be easily traced. Most common
is the community-based seed production system (using farm saved (recycled)
seed) which contributes the bulk of seed used in farming community (80 percent)
(Mubangizi et al., 2012). In contrast, the formal seed supply which involves the entire
seed production and certification process and is linked to research, production,
processing and marketing is organized on a commercial basis by seed companies/
enterprises and is fully regulated by government. The seed produced by the formal
seed sector is of high genetic and purity value. Unfortunately, this seed source only
contributes about 20 percent to the total seed supplied (Lutalo and Lanje, 2012;
Mubangizi et al., 2012).
At the national level, Uganda has come up with a number of seed related legal
and policy frameworks such as the Plant Variety Protection Act, 2014, the National
Seed and Plant Act 2006, the Bio-safety and Biotechnology Bill, 2012, Draft National
Seed policy (2016), Draft Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
Policy (2008), among others (Actionaid, 2014; Lutalo and Lanje 2012). However, the
guiding legislation for the seed industry still remains an incomprehensible piecemeal
of imperfect and incomplete Acts, Bills and policies. Currently, the 2006 Seeds and
Plant Act, No. 28 is the major law for regulating the seed sector in Uganda. To fully
operationalize the Seeds and Plant Act, the need for substantive Seeds and Plant
Regulations and National Seed Policy are vital, however, these are still in draft form.
Consequently, Uganda’s seed sub-sector continues to face several challenges
related to limited certification, low compliance, rampant seed counterfeits on the
market, inadequate research and development, low capacity among technocrats
to carry out seed inspection and financing for lucrative seed generation supply
chains(Lutalo and Lanje, 2012; Mubangizi et al., 2012).
It is against this background that the Advocates Coalition for Development and
Environment (ACODE) in partnership with the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry
and Fisheries (MAAIF) and the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA)
organized a high level policy dialogue on August 22, 2017 at Golf Course Hotel in
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Kampala to discuss the status of the regulatory framework for Uganda’s seed subsector. Simply put, the dialogue was to discuss the regulatory framework for Uganda’s
seed sub-sector with respect to the legal, policy and institutional frameworks and
how they support sustainable intensification of cropping systems. More specifically,
the dialogue aimed to provide a platform for stakeholders to discuss:
−

The regulatory framework for Uganda’s seed sub- sector;

−

The current status of the much awaited passing of the draft seed policy into a
national policy, and

−

Analyze the challenges that can be addressed through the existence of a
favourable regulatory framework for the seed sub-sector.

The dialogue was moderated by Associate Professor Paul Kibwika from Makerere
University College of Agriculture and Environmental Studies, Department of Extension
and Innovation Studies. It was attended by eighty two (82) participants covering
policy makers, legislators, private sector, researchers, academia, media, farmers’
organizations, civil society and development partners. The next sections detail the
platform proceedings as per the workshop programme (Annex 1).
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2.0
2.1

Proceedings Of The Dialogue
Welcome and Opening Remarks

The dialogue was launched with welcome and opening remarks from the Executive
Director of ACODE, Dr. Arthur Bainomugisha, IITA – Uganda Country Representative,
Dr. Laurence Jassogne, and Netherlands Ambassador to Uganda, H.E Henk Jan
Bakker. Below are the details of the remarks.

2.1.1 Dr. Arthur Bainomugisha, ACODE-Executive Director
Dr. Arthur Bainomugisha welcomed participants to the dialogue (Figure 1). He
noted that agriculture remains the backbone of Uganda’s economy, employing
over 80 percent of the country’s population. He asserted that many people think
that Uganda’s transformation will be realised through agriculture. Dr. Bainomugisha
emphasised the need to modernise Uganda’s agriculture sector in order to achieve
Uganda’s Vision 2040.He recognised the fact that the agriculture sector still faces
several challenges including pests and diseases notably the army worm which has
ravaged maize across the country causing many small holder farmers to suffer huge
losses. Dr. Bainomugisha briefed participants about ACODE which is a public policy
research and advocacy think tank working to make public policies work for people.
He further mentioned that a strong convening power is one of ACODE’s strengths
that it brings into the partnership with MAAIF and IITA under the Policy Action for
Sustainable Intensification of Cropping Systems project in Uganda (PASIC). He
welcomed all the participants and wished them fruitful deliberations.
Figure 1: Dr. Arthur Bainomugisha, Executive Director-ACODE

Notes: Dr. Bainomugish giving his welcoming remarks

Photo by: ACODE Communications Team, 2017 at Golf Course Hotel
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2.1.2. Dr. Laurence Jassogne, IITA – Uganda Country Representative
Dr. Jassogne in her remarks accentuated the importance of agriculture as a sector
on which millions of Ugandans rely for food security and income (Figure 2). She
informed participants that agricultural intensification can only be possible in Uganda
if the country has a strong seed sub-sector and this cannot happen without a strong
policy, legal and institutional framework. Dr. Jassogne briefed participants about
IITA as one of the fifteen CGIAR centres. She mentioned that IITA is engaged in
agricultural research to improve livelihoods, food security, income and natural
resources management. Dr. Jassogne informed participants that globally, IITA is
celebrating its 50th anniversary this year, however, in Uganda, IITA is celebrating
its 25th anniversary in September, 2017. She stressed that the institution will
continue to engage in economic research, value chain research, policy research
and breeding among other activities. She emphasised the role of partnerships in
project implementation activities. For example the role of Government of Uganda
(GoU) in the success of IITA’s work especially in co-designing, co-creating and cofunding phases. Dr. Jassogne stated that in line with GoU’s aspiration to improve
availability, accessibility and affordability of seed, IITA through the PASIC project and
partnerships is committed and will continue to engage in policy action, and support
the realisation of this aspiration. She concluded by extending a vote of thanks to the
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Uganda for supporting the PASIC
project.
Figure 2: Dr. Laurence Jassogne, IITA- Uganda Country Representative

Notes: Dr. Jassogne giving her opening remarks

Photo by: ACODE Communications Team, 2017 at Golf Course Hotel
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2.1.3. H.E Henk-Jan Bakker, Embassy of Netherlands
Ambassador to Uganda
In his remarks (Figure 3), Ambassador Bakker thanked the GoU for its agenda to
transform agriculture from subsistence to commercial agriculture as enshrined
in Vision 2040. He said it was the very reason that participants were gathered at
the dialogue to discuss how the regulatory framework for the seed sub- sector will
contribute to the transformation of agriculture in Uganda. He reminded participants
that “every farmer’s dream is to have a bumper harvest at the end of each planting
season”. However, this cannot be achieved if the farmer does not start with high
quality seed as quality seed is a critical input for improving food security, resilience
and livelihoods for farmers.
The Ambassador further acknowledged GoU, development partners, private sector
and farmers for investing millions of dollars each year into Uganda’s agriculture to
boost food security, raise household incomes and foster trade (both domestic and
international). He gave an example of the Netherlands Embassy which invests in
several projects in different parts of the country to increase access and availability
of quality seed, fertilizers, agri-skills and policy improvement. Such projects include
the Integrated Seed Sector Development (ISSD) project and the PASIC project.
The ISSD project is grooming farmer groups to become well established quality
seed producers commonly referred to as local seed businesses which produce,
access, disseminate and market quality declared seed. While the PASIC project,
in partnership with MAAIF and other stakeholders’ works to develop appropriate
policies that promote sustainable intensification of agriculture.
Nonetheless, H. E. Bakker expressed his disappointment in the fact that most of the
investments in Uganda’s seed sub sector are undermined by low quality agricultural
inputs, many of which are either counterfeit or fake. He termed this as one of the
most massive and significant market failures in the Ugandan agriculture sector,
affecting millions of farmers. Ambassador Bakker urged the GoU to urgently and
decisively resolve such deficiencies in order to instill confidence in the agricultural
inputs market which will stimulate greater adoption and use of improved inputs
and thus productivity. He also emphasized farmers’ need for a favourable policy
environment that can guarantee them good quality seed. Despite the challenges, the
Ambassador acknowledged GoU’s efforts in developing laws that govern agricultural
inputs and observed that the policy and institutional framework for the seed sector
remains undeveloped. He noted that the National Seed Policy (2016), National
Seed Strategy (2016) and Seed Regulations (2016) are still in draft form and have
been in an unapproved form for more than five years and this is undermining efforts
towards agricultural transformation. He urged GoU through the MAAIF to urgently
finalize, approve and implement the draft National Seed Policy, draft National Seed
Strategy and the regulations for quality declared seed. In his concluding remarks,
Ambassador Bakker thanked the leadership of the PASIC project and ACODE for
partnering to organize this dialogue to discuss the regulatory framework for Uganda’s
seed subsector.
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Figure 3: H.E Henk Jan Bakker, Netherlands Ambassador to Uganda

Notes: H.E Henk Jan Bakker giving his opening remarks.
Photo by: ACODE Communications Team, 2017 at Golf Course Hotel.

2.2

Presentations

Three presentations were made during the stakeholder platform. These include: (i) a
key note address on the regulatory framework for Uganda’s seed sub-sector by Hon.
Joy Kabatsi, Minister of State for Animal Industry, MAAIF; (ii) status of the development
process and implementation of Uganda’s National Seed Policy by Mr. Joseph
Bazaale, Assistant Commissioner Seed Inspection and Certification, MAAIF, and (iii)
a critical discussion of the status of the development process and implementation of
Uganda’s National Seed Policy by Mr. Emmanuel Mubangizi, Director of Marketing,
RACIDS Agriculture Limited. Below are the key highlights of the discussions.

2.2.1 Key Note Address: Regulatory framework for Uganda’s seed
sub-sector by Hon. Joy Kabatsi, Minister of State for Animal
Industry, MAAIF
Figure 4 shows Hon. Joy Kabatsi during the session in which she delivered a key
note address. Hon. Kabatsi emphasised the importance of agricultural inputs such
as seed, fertilizers and agro-chemicals in boosting agricultural development in
Uganda. She observed that seed is the most renewable agricultural resource and
key determinant of farming success. She added that Uganda through the 2013
National Agriculture Policy is aspiring to commercialize agriculture, and seed is a
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great resource. Hon. Kabatsi noted that in order to guarantee food and nutrition
security and enhance agricultural productivity, it is necessary to improve access to
affordable high quality inputs such as seed. She informed participants that about
65 percent of Uganda’s households are engaged in farming and these households
rely on home saved seed and use very small quantities of fertilizers, leading to low
productivity.
Hon. Kabatsi highlighted the actors involved in regulating Uganda’s seed sub
sector to include the National Agricultural Research Organisation (NARO)-for
plant breeding, MAAIF-for regulations [such as seed certification and quality
assurance] and the private sector- for seed multiplication. The seed subsector is
regulated under different laws notably the Seeds and Plant Act cap No. 28, 2006
and the Plant Protection Act cap No. 32, 2014. She mentioned that Uganda has
also harmonised its seed regulations in line with the Common Market for Eastern
and Southern Africa (COMESA) Seed Regulations which is a positive step towards
seed players’ participation in domestic and regional seed trade. Furthermore, she
informed participants that the goal of National Seed Policy is to guide growth of the
seed sub-sector. She added that at the moment, Uganda’s draft National Seed Policy
has received input from several stakeholders, however, she is disappointment over
the delay in finalising the draft Policy.
Furthermore, Hon. Kabatsi highlighted the major challenges facing Uganda’s seed
sub sector as: inadequate access to high quality seed and planting materials by
farmers; inadequate infrastructure and human capacity to undertake seed inspection
and certification; counterfeit and substandard seed on the market. In addition, she
informed participants that despite the delay, MAAIF is still in the process of finalising
the policy and legal framework for the seed sector. At the same time, MAAIF is also
strengthening its department of crop inspection and certification by recruiting more
staff, training existing staff on job, and training agro-input dealers in quality seed. She
stressed that, MAAIF has also entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the
Uganda National Bureau of Standards (UNBS) to undertake electronic verification of
counterfeit agricultural inputs commonly referred to as E-tag. The E-tag service uses
a scratch and code technology. Here, the end-user (mainly the farmer) through a
mobile phone can be able to ascertain, from the sales point, the authenticity of the
seed instantly before purchasing it. Other efforts by MAAIF are training farmers and
nursery bed operators in good agronomic practices and strengthening extension
services through the Directorate of Agricultural Extension Services.
Hon. Kabatsi informed participants that she was not at the MAAIF’s Top Policy
Management (TPM) meeting that advised that the draft National Seed Policy should
be merged with the draft Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
Policy. She said that she does not support the suggestion made during the TPM to
merge the two policies as they address different issues, and the attempt to merge
them will only cause further delays in finalising the seed policy. She ended her
presentation by thanking IITA through the PASIC project, ACODE and MAAIF for
organising the dialogue.
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Figure 4: Hon. Joy Kabatsi, Minister of State for Animal Industry, MAAIF.

Notes: Hon. Joy Kabatsi, giving a key note address on the Regulatory
framework for Uganda’s seed sub-sector.
Photo by: ACODE Communications Team, 2017 at Golf Course Hotel.

2.2.2 Status of the development process and implementation of
Uganda’s draft National Seed Policy- Mr. Joseph Bazaale,
Assistant Commissioner Seed Inspection and Certification,
MAAIF
During his presentation, Mr. Bazaale (Figure 5) informed participants that the
Department of Crop Inspection and Certification at MAAIF was instituted in 2013
to handle agricultural inputs. He then proceeded by providing a brief background
on Uganda’s seed industry. That is, Uganda’s seed industry started in late 1960s
and early 1970s as a government programme to address food security crops. The
programme was supported by Overseas Development Agency but stalled when
there was political instability in the country in the 1970s. After 1986, the programme
was revitalised with support from GoU. In the 1990s, the seed sub-sector was
liberalised which led to the emergence of seed companies and many actors being
interested in investing in the industry. As a result of liberalisation, Government pulled
out of seed production and marketing and left these areas for the private sector. GoU
instead retained the role of inspection, certification and quality assurance. Initially,
the seed industry was being regulated under the Seed Statute, 1994 but this was
later repealed by Parliament and replaced with the Seeds and Plant Act cap No. 28
in, 2006.
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For government to operationalize the 2006 Agricultural Seeds and Plant Act cap no.
28, an institutional framework was put in place including the National Seed Board,
National Variety Release Committee and a department in charge of inspection and
certification. The regulatory framework for the seed industry was also strengthened
by the Plant Variety Protection Act (2014).
Mr. Bazaale noted that the formulation and review process of the draft National
Seed Policy dates as far back as 2001 and the process has been supported by
USAID Feed the Future- Enabling Environment Programme, IITA through the PASIC
project and ISSD programme among others. The draft Policy has been reviewed
and critiqued by a wide range of stakeholders ranging from farmers, Civil Society
Organisations, Non-Governmental Organizations, seed companies, District Local
Governments, academia, National Agricultural Advisory Services (NAADS), NARO,
and MAAIF’s relevant departments and directorates. Besides, numerous fora
at regional and national validation workshops have been organized to provide a
platform for relevant stakeholders’ input into the policy. MAAIF also conducted a
regulatory impact assessment for the seed policy and produced a report which was
also validated by stakeholders. However, the draft policy has not yet been passed.
To-date, the draft National Seed Policy has been presented three times to MAAIF’s
Top Policy Management (TPM).
Mr. Bazaale then took participants through the content of the draft National Seed
Policy with emphasis on the background to the seed sub sector; legal framework
for implementation of the Policy; vision, mission, goals and guiding principles
of the National Seed Policy; policy priority areas and strategies; implementation
arrangements; monitoring and evaluation framework; accountability and financing
mechanisms as well as a communication strategy. He informed participants that the
TPM of MAAIF had approved the draft National Seed Policy to move to the next level
i.e. for Cabinet approval, subject to amendments such as merging the draft National
Seed Policy with the draft Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
Policy into one policy since they are related. MAAIF will soon embark on the process
of merging the two policies while taking specific caution not to lose the concerns of
each of the policies. Mr. Bazaale concluded his presentation by expressing MAAIF’s
commitment to finalising the National Seed Policy process.
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Figure 5: Mr. Joseph Bazaale, Assistant Commissioner Seed Inspection and
Certification, MAAIF

Notes: Mr. Joseph Bazaale presenting the status of the development process
and implementation of Uganda’s draft National Seed Policy.
Photo by: ACODE Communications Team, 2017 at Golf Course Hotel.

2.2.3 Discussant- Mr. Emmanuel Mubangizi, Director of Marketing,
RACIDS Agriculture Limited
Mr. Mubangizi (Figure 6) discussed Mr. Bazaale’s presentation on the status of the
development process and implementation of Uganda’s National Seed Policy. In
his presentation, Mr. Mubangizi stated that the draft National Seed Policy aimed at
addressing the following issues: availability, accessibility, affordability and trade in
good quality seed; societal needs such as food, food safety, improved livelihoods,
better incomes, shelter and clothing. In addition, the draft policy addresses Uganda’s
needs including food security, raw materials for industry, employment and revenue
generation through exports and taxes. The seed policy also seeks to address the
institutional set up and also to put in place an enabling environment for development
of the seed industry.
Mr. Mubangizi highlighted the fundamental questions that remain unanswered in the
development of the draft National Seed Policy. These included: Why is there slow
growth in the seed industry over the years? Is there fair trade between the formal
and informal seed systems as they co-exist and is there a plan and timeframe for
transitioning from informal (local seed businesses) to formal seed systems? What is
the missing link for operationalizing Uganda’s seed laws? Can the current institutional
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set up of MAAIF especially through its Inspection and Certification Department solve
the existing seed subsector challenges? What constraints does the National Seed
Certification Services have with regard to undertaking their mandate, who will solve
them and when? What are the implications of merging the National Seed Policy
with the Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy? What are
the missing links in domesticating polices in treaties like EAC, COMESA etc? What
was lacking in the current draft National Seed Policy that necessitated merging it
with the draft Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy? How
can we fast-track the merging of the two policies? Is it possible to fast-track the
finalisation of the draft National Seed Policy within the existing institutional set up?
Does Uganda need an autonomous seed authority? Mr. Mubangizi concluded by
cautioning participants to ensure that the proposed strategies are implementable
and are the right strategies given the current food shortages, population explosion,
climate change and environmental degradation within the country.

Figure 6: Mr. Emmanuel Mubangizi, Director of Marketing, RACIDS Agriculture
Limited

Notes: Mr. Emmanuel Mubangizi discussing Mr. Bazaale’s presentation.
Photo By: ACODE Communications Team, 2017 at Golf Course Hotel.
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3.0

Plenary Session and Key
Emerging Issues

After the presentations, a plenary session was held during which participants were
given a chance to add their voice to the discussions. This section summarizes the
issues discussed during the plenary in subsection 3.1 and finally synthesizes these
into key emerging issues from the workshop in subsection 3.2.

3.1

Plenary Session Discussions: A cross-section of voices.

Mr. Chris Muwanika, Early Generation Seed and Policy Coordinator, ISSD Uganda,
informed participants that the development of the National Seed Policy was very
participatory and ISSD participated fully in the process. He added that ISSD Uganda,
USAID EEAP and PASIC under the leadership of MAAIF were part of the technical
working group that provided comments and also incorporated comments from
other stakeholders during the stakeholder review and validation workshops into the
draft seed policy. He reiterated that ISSD also participated in the regulatory impact
assessment process.
He stated that various stakeholders made significant contributions to the earlier
drafts of the National Seed Policy including the need to recognize all the seed sector
players in the informal and formal seed systems; the need to regulate the informal
seed system given its critical role in providing germplasm for the formal seed system,
generating seed of low commercial value crops which players in formal seed system
may not be interested in and acting as a conduit for improved varieties to reach
farmers.
Mr. Muwanika urged participants to appreciate that once the National Seed Policy
is finalized, it will be the responsibility of all stakeholders to ensure its effective
implementation and continue demonstrating the same commitment that they have
shown during the process of formulating and reviewing the policy. He pledged ISSD’s
support towards a favourable policy environment for the seed subsector and urged
MAAIF and other stakeholders to work towards finalising and passing the National
Seed Policy this financial year. He finally stressed that he was confident that the draft
policy in its current form is good enough for MAAIF’s TPM to pass it further to Cabinet
for final approval, but not to suggest a merger at the last minute.
Ms. Josephine Okot, Managing Director of Victoria Seeds Limited observed that the
draft National Seed Policy has no ownership and that she had reservations on its
implementation. She stressed that the policy should exist in tandem with existing
policies and legislations. For example, the draft National Seed Policy needs to get
compliance approval from the Attorney General on whether it complies with the
Seeds and Plant Act (2006).
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Mr. Milton Ogeda from USAID Feed the Future Enabling Environment for Agriculture
programme observed that if the draft National Seed Policy is merged with the draft
Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy, then the draft National
Seed Policy does not exist anymore. Thus the new title of the merged policy remains
unknown. This implies that the merged policy needs to come back to stakeholders
for further review and validation. He stressed that each of the draft policy stands on
its own and thus should be passed separately.
Dr. Kisamba Mugerwa, Chairperson of the National Planning Authority elaborated that
any policy can be approved if it is owned especially by the Top Policy Management of
MAAIF and the responsible ministers. He stated that the National Seed Policy has not
been approved in the past 15 years because of a conceptual problem. He argued
that MAAIF should concentrate on regulating, supervising and inspecting the seed
sector. He further noted that institutional reforms within MAAIF are not yet finalised
for example how can Operation Wealth Creation intervention be mainstreamed
in the National Seed Policy? He also wondered whether NAADS will continue to
procure agricultural inputs and whether this new mandate is mainstreamed in the
National Seed Policy? He finally advised MAAIF staff to always have a common
position on matters of national importance other than sound as they are disjointed
and uncoordinated. This was in reference to a contradiction between the Minister
and Staff of MAAIF on the position of merging the two draft policies. Where as the
Commissioner presented the MAAIF’s position of an attempt to merge the two draft
policies into one policy on the advice of MAAIF’s TPM, the Minister disassociated
herself from the position and said it is impossible and unnecessary.
Hon. Robert Migadde, Vice Chairperson of Parliamentary Committee of Agriculture,
Animal Industry and Fisheries, asked whether dialogue participants were contributing
to the draft National Seed Policy or to a merger of the draft National Seed Policy and
the draft Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy? He further
asked why the draft National Seed Policy has not been approved in the past 15years?
He stated that these might be the same reasons why we may not have the policy in
the next few years. He stressed that combining the draft National Seed Policy and the
draft Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy will raise further
issues on the floor of Parliament. He further challenged the MAAIF TPM’s suggestion
for merging the two separate draft policies at this moment. He stressed that the two
policies are instead expected to be passed separately and very soon considering
the time they have taken as draft documents. He wondered where the wisdom to
merge the two policies has been and why it was not used at the initial stages of
formulating the two policies. He mentioned that if the merger had been proposed at
the initial stages of formulating the two policies, today‘s uproar would be avoided.
Mr. Robert Ejiku, from USAID Feed the Future Agricultural Inputs programme requested
MAAIF to share with stakeholders the current versions of both the draft National Seed
Policy and the draft Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy so
that stakeholders can discuss on whether the two policies deserve a merger or not.
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Mr. Josephat Byaruhanga- Senior Programme Officer at the Embassy of the Kingdom
of Netherlands also echoed that both the draft National Seed Policy and the draft
Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy have been in existence for
a couple of years, so how come it has taken MAAIF all these years to realise that the
two policies need to be merged? He wondered the driving force behind merging the
two policies?
Mr. Stephen Tindimubona from Uganda National Seed Potato Producers Association
noted that the National Seed Policy needs to provide for decentralisation of seed
inspection and certification services in order to increase quality seed on the market
and reduce counterfeit seed.
Mr. Emmanuel Gareeba from Uganda Seed Board faulted the regulatory framework
of the MAAIF. He said MAAIF has not done much to streamline the sector’s regulatory
framework. He noted that the agricultural sector’s regulatory framework leaves a lot to
be desired. He cited MAAIF’s sluggishness in establishing an autonomous agency /
authority with powers and adequate funds to be in-charge of seed in Uganda.
Ms. Emma Hicks suggested that the National Seed Policy needs to have explicit
strategies on how Uganda will move from the current volume of counterfeit seed on
the market to to zero per cent.

3.2

Key Emerging Issues and Recommendations

The dialogue generated a lot of debate, however, in this subsection we synthesize
the most key issue that emerged. That is:
•

The Top Policy Management of MAAIF had instructed MAAIF policy technical
team to merge the draft National Seed Policy with the draft Plant and Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy into one policy on the basis of the
identified related policy provisions in the two draft policies.

•

MAAIF’s Top Policy Management should consider passing the National Seed
Policy (approved by MAAIF’s Top Policy Management in 2017) and the Plant
and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy (approved by MAAIF’s
Top Policy Management in 2008) as separate policies since each of them had
undergone vigorous formulation, review and validation processes, addressed
different critical issues and both are urgently needed.

•

Members of Parliament recommended that MAAIF should pass the draft National
Seed Policy in its current form as opposed to merging it with another policy. They
argued that further delay in passing the National Seed Policy whose formulation
process began far back in 2001 will raise many queries in Parliament.

•

MAAIF’s Top Policy Management to communicate a convincing reason that
triggered the need to merge the two policies that had each made so much
progress and was proceeding well.
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•

MAAIF should engage all the stakeholders in the re-review and re-validation of
the new merged policy. The danger is that this would take more time causing
more harm to the seed sub-sector, loss of seed, plant and genetic resources, and
suffering to the farmers, citizens, breeders among other stakeholders.

•

MAAIF should share the information on the proposed timeframe for the
finalisation and passing of the National Seed Policy in the form that the Top Policy
Management will deem fit.

•

MAAIF should share the final versions of the draft National Seed Policy and the
Regulatory Impact Assessment report.This would create more ownership of the
National Seed Policy and ensure the effective implementation of the policy.

•

MAAIF should justify the legality of quality declared seed - where it is provided
for in the Seeds and Plant Act (2006)?There is a need for compliance check from
the Office of the Attorney General.

•

MAAIF should ensure that the National Seed Policy provides for establishment
of an autonomous body within MAAIF in charge of seed inspection, certification
and quality assurance.

•

MAAIF should ensure that the National Seed Policy explicitly provides for
decentralisation of seed inspection and certification services to take the services
closer to the District Local Governments and make the services more accessible
by farmers.

•

GoU through MAAIF should mainstream the new mandates of NAADS and
Operation Wealth Creation into the National Seed Policy especially if the new
mandates are long term.

•

MAAIF should ensure that the e-verification is built into the National Seed Policy
and made mandatory for all seed dealers if it is to be more effective.

•

GoU through MAAIF should establish a Seed Authority to champion and oversee
the implementation of the seed sub-subsector regulatory frameworks.

•

MAAIF should ensure that the National Seed Policy provides guidance preferably
in form of milestones on how Uganda will progressively reduce fake /counterfeit
seed on the market to zero per cent.

•

MAAIF should fast-track the institutional reforms if the National Seed Policy is to
be effectively implemented. The reforms should include adequate staffing for
seed inspection and certification services and having the National Seed Testing
Laboratory accredited to ISTA.

•

MAAIF should implement other strategies that do not necessarily need the National
Seed Policy in place for example penalising the perpetrators of fake seed and
sharing the seed demand with the seed companies prior to the planting seasons.
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Figure 7: A cross-section of the participants expressing their views during the
plenary session
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Photo by: ACODE Communications Team, 2017 at Golf Course Hotel.
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4.0

Closing Remarks

The dialogue was closed with remarks from officials representing MAAIF, ACODE
and Members of Parliament. Below are details of closing remarks.

4.1.

Mr. Alex Lwakuba, Acting Commissioner Crop Production
Department, MAAIF

Mr. Lwakuba thanked the Embassy of the Kingdom of Netherlands for supporting
the PASIC project and ACODE and IITA for organising the dialogue. He also thanked
stakeholders for actively participating in the dialogue. He informed participants that
MAAIF had taken note of their views and suggestions and that the policy technical
committee at MAAIF will develop the road map for finalization of the policies.
Figure 8: Mr. Alex Lwakuba, Acting Commissioner Crop Production
Department, MAAIF.

Notes: Mr. Alex Lwakuba, Acting Commissioner Crop Production Department,
MAAIF, giving closing remarks.
Photo by: ACODE Communications Team, 2017 at Golf Course Hotel.
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4.2

Prof. Winstons Wilson Muhwezi, Director of Research, ACODE

In his remarks, Prof. Muhwezi indicated that he was thoroughly impressed by the level
of debate/dialogue and he hoped that the development process of the National Seed
Policy and the Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy could
be concluded soon. Prof. Muhwezi thanked participants for their active participation
and informed them that ACODE will synthesise the proceedings of this high level
policy dialogue into a report that will be shared. He also encouraged participants to
continue following the discussion on twitter as it was still on-going.
Figure 9: Prof. Wilson Winstons Muhwezi, Director of Research, ACODE

Notes: Prof. Wilson Winstons Muhwezi, giving closing remarks
Photo by: ACODE Communications Team, 2017 at Golf Course Hotel.

4.3

Hon. Robert Migadde, Vice Chairperson, Parliamentary
Committee on Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries.

Hon. Migadde urged MAAIF to put into consideration the stakeholders’ views
expressed at the dialogue as they finalise the National Seed Policy. He indicated that
the emotional debate at the dialogue was evidence that the debate could be more
emotional on the floor of Parliament and it was not necessary for MAAIF to make it
difficult for the Minister who will present the Policy on the floor of Parliament.
Hon. Migadde informed participants that agriculture sector has the most pending
bills in Parliament and they did not want the seed sub-sector to worsen the situation
by also having the most pending policies. Hon. Migadde thanked ACODE and IITA
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for organizing a timely dialogue that provided a platform for stakeholders to jointly
discuss the status of the regulatory framework for Uganda’s seed sub-sector, and
propose ways through which the seed sub-sector challenges can be addressed. He
officially closed the dialogue.
Figure 10: Hon. Robert Migadde, Vice Chairperson, Parliamentary Committee
on Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries.

Notes: Hon. Robert Migadde giving final closing remarks
Photo by: ACODE Communications Team, 2017 at Golf Course Hotel.
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5.0

Conclusion

The policy dialogue confirmed that the legislation process for Uganda’s seed subsector is generally incomprehensive and characterized by incomplete bills and
policies due to bureaucratic process of formulation, approval and implementation.
The absence of a comprehensive and functional regulatory framework for the seed
sub-sector has for a long time subjected the sub-sector to numerous challenges.
These include among others, violation of plant breeders’ rights and indigenous
knowledge, inadequate capacity for effective seed certification and inspection
services, shortage of improved seed, proliferation of adulterated seeds in the market,
inadequate research and development in seed and shortage of seed scientists. It
was noted that with a comprehensive regulatory framework for the seed sub-sector,
these challenges can be gradually addressed.
Following over 16 years of the development process of the draft National Seed
Policy, the stakeholders were optimistic that this time round, the policy will be passed
soon. This was indicated by the wide consultations that characterized the policy
development process which involved active participation of stakeholders in the
drafting of various versions of the policy to its current form.
The statement by the Commissioner of Crop Certification and Inspection at
MAAIF about the proposed merging of the draft National Seed Policy with the
draft Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy into one policy
on the recommendation of the MAAIF’s Top Policy Management Team, based on
identified related policy provisions in the two draft policies, was the bad news of
the day. Stakeholders expressed discontent on the rationale for MAAIF’s top policy
management to propose the merging of the National Seed Policy with the Plant and
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture Policy especially that both policies were
being developed by MAAIF for such a long time. They wondered what had triggered
the need to merge the two policies that had each made so much progress and was
proceeding well with high expectations of being passed as separate policies soon.
The same discontent was echoed by the State Minister of Agriculture (Fisheries), Hon.
Joy Kabatsi who disassociated herself from the proposed merger of the two policies
at this time. She said that it is practically impossible to merge two policies which
have made such a progress to-date. All stakeholders associated their submissions to
Minister’s statement and vehemently agitated for no merging of the two policies but
rather argued MAAIF to expeditiously finalize the process of passing the two policies
separately.
The commissioner promised the participants that MAAIF will take into considerations
all their concerns for further discussion. ACODE was trusted with the responsibility
to make a follow-up on the commissioner’s promise so as to clear the suspense at
hand. Short of that, the seed sub-sector will continue to suffer a myriad of unending
challenges.
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